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Abstract 

In this work we present a etack-based a . . 
~ependent And-parallel execution of highe bs~ac~ machlne deaigned for the ln

ls ~complished upon a shared mem r or er J~nermoat Babel programs. It 
validate the abstract machine and ory. model WJth local memory areae W, 

approach is based on the 1 . st~dy lt. performance with VHDL too'-. 0 e 
d Ia • exp OJtatJon of 1 d d "'· ur 

ea WJth the parallelization of both t . n epen ent An~-pa.rallelism which 
The _specification le carried out i th II rJct and built-in non-strict functions 

o~ermg simulation facilities and h:vin e a.h:rdware descriptio~ language VHDL 
rym~ out of a performance etudy of th! a;mporal model whJch allows the car
~btamed from the simulation of the VHifL aUel system. We present the reaulte 
Jca.nt factors of the parallelsyatem. apecl1kation , ahowing severaleignif-

1 Introduction 

Babel (9} is fu · . 
a nctJonallogJc programmin I . 

of both the !unction a) and logical aradi g ~ngu~ge whlch embodies the advanta a 

~y~tem, log:~cal variables, unificatfon an~rns, •;·• higher order fllnctions, a strong ty~ 
ts rf.ased. on narrowing, a mechanism' that no: eterminism. Its operational semantiCI 

pe ~rrmn_g r~writing of terms and uni6ca:i:nsumes SLD-resolution and reduction by 

ur alOl 1S to speed-up Babel pro ams b . . . 
dent And-parallelism (lAP) (3} W fgrll hy exploiting a suitable form o£ •"nde 
d a1 · h · e o ow t e t · t pen-

e Wlt the parallel execution of b ilt . s r~c parallel model (11] modified t 

paralle~m, we allow the parallel eva~ua-~ non-~tnct functional. Under this kind o~ 
hand Slde of a Babel rule In . tiOn of tndependent expressions on th . h 
are said to be · d · . an mnermost func tional Jan e ng & 
g· h Ul ependent if no expression is aS b . guage, Severa] expressiona 

t~:~~ t ~ Ba~e) language embodies logical vari:bl::p;~ss~o~ of any other expression. 

an_ng o common logical variables This d. '. ~ ~ ependence refers also to 

mon v~ables may be bound to differ~ t 1 con ltion IS Imposed because the com-
expressiOns. n va ues by the evaluation of th d:a 

e werent 

•This work W3.8 supported by the S • 
Ge~man DFG-grant In 20/6-1. pameh PRONTIC project TIC92-0793-C02 0 

A function 1 ie •aid to be . . . . • I and by the 
a; ie undelined. atrJct In Ita •-th argument iff /(a . . . 

J' • · 'a,' · · · • a,.) 18 undefined wh enwer 
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Several parallel abstract machines have been proposed for Babel [5, 12, 7}. AU of 

tht•m adapt the graph-based sequential machine j6] to a parallel system. Our approach 

111corporates the more sophisticated memory management [8) relying on an efficient 

11Ln.ck-based mechanism used in other implementations (e.g. in the WAM [13]) . 
In this work we first informally sketch the parallel model, then we point out the 

Ideas present in the stadt-based model, and finally we turn to the low-level specifica.. 

tion in the hardware description language VHDL. This language provides a ver11atile 

"et of description facilities for modelling systems from the behavioural level to the 

gate level. Moreover, it has a temporal model capable of the simulation of the fine 

11rain features required to study the performance of our abstract machine. Instead of 

evaluating the system in the most usual way by relying on a software layer (e.g., a 

concurrent operating system) which isolates the underlying system from the abstract 

machine, we simulate the system at the memory level so that it is possible to ca.rry 

out the performance study of fine grain features present in the abstract machine. We 

!l ave designed a VHDL model for the parallel system assuming a shared memory over 

a single bus and local memory to reduce the bus traffic. In this model we can specify 

several parameters of the system such as the memory access times (register, shared 

memory and local memory). The simulation provides the actual computation time 

of the parallel system, which can be compared with the computation time of the se

quential system. Moreover, we can carry out the study of the factors which explain 

the way the parallel system behaves. For instance, we may evaluate the data bus 

contention, different cache memory policies, and others which we may analyze and 

adjust to try different alternatives leading to a better performance. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the innermost version of 

Babel we deal with and the source of parallelism we exploit. In Section 3, an ap

proach to exploit independent And-parallelism is proposed by pre.senting the parallel 

non-strict stack-based parallel model, the parallel system, the instruction set and the 

underlying memory modeL VHDL is used in Section 4 to specify and validate the 

parallel model. Section 5 presents some preliminary results obtained from the simu

lation of the specification. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the conclusions and points 

out future work. 

2 Parallelizing Babel 

Here we present the basics of the functional logic language Babel and describe the 

extension to meet the expressiveness of parallelization. Furthermore we sketch infor

mally how the abstract machine performs the parallel evaluation. 

2.1 The Babel Language 

Babel is a functional logic language with a constructor discipline and a polymorphic 

type system. It has a functional syntax and uses narrowing as evaluation mechanism. 

For the sake of clarity, we will consider the first order subset of Babel with the leftmost 
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innermost narrowing strategy applied2 • 
A Babel program consists of a finite sequence of function definitions and can h. queried with a goal expression. Each function f is a finite sequence of defining rulee, where each rule has the form: 

f(tl, .. 'I t,.) ....___,___... 
left hand side ( lhs) 

{B-+} M . ---- -.....,..; optional guard body 

right hand side ( rh1) where B is a Boolean expression, and M ill an arbitrary expression. Babel functiona are functions in the mathematical sense, Le. for each tuple of (ground) argument., there i.s at most one result. T,his i.s ensured by special syntactic restrictions (see I9J for details) . 
A term t is either a (logical) variable or an application of a n-ary data constructor (n ~ 0) to n argument terms: 

t::=X %variable I c(t1 ... t,.) % application of a n-ary dat~ constructor c 
An expression M has the form: 

M::=X % variable 
I tp(M1, ... , Mn) % tp is a n-ary function or constructor symbol I B-+ Md OM2} %if B then M1 else undefined {else M2} Several built-ins conjunction (A), disjunction (v), and Boolean negation ( -.) are supported, too. 

The operational semant ics of Babel is based on narrowing llOJ. Let M = f(M1 , ... , M,.) be an expression and let f(t 1 , ••• 1 tn) := M' be a variant of a rule sharing no variables with M . Moreover, let u o .A be the most general unifier of M and f(t1 , ... ,t,.), i.e. the minimal substitution (of variables by expressions) such that M u is syntactically identical to f(t1 , ... , t,.)>.. Then , M can be narrowed (in one step) to M" = M ' .A with an5wer 5Ubstitution u (denoted by M =*oo M") . Moreover, if for some i (0 :5 i :5 n) Mi *oo M:, then tp(Mo, ... , Mi, ... , M,.) =*cr tp(Mou, ... , ei, ... , M,.u). 
In order to cope with the built-in non-strict functions, the basic narrowing mech-anism is extended with the following narrowing rules: 

true A B * • B fal8e A B * • fal8e true V B *• true false V B *• B true-+ M1{DM2}*• M1 false-+ M1 DM2*• M2 where e denotes the empty substitution ('v' X E V ar : e(X) = X). A sequence of steps M *oo, .•. *o-m M' ill called a computation for the goal M. If M' is a term, we have found a 8olution consisting of the rt:$ult M' and the aMwer u := u1 o ... o Um. If M cannot be further narrowed, but it is not a term, then the computation fail$. The implementation will backtrack in such a situation. The rules are tried in their textual order. 
In the following we consider only the (sequential) leftmost innermost narrowing strategy. This means that expressions at leftmost innermost positions are narrowed lint. 

'The extension to the higher order venion Introduce• no restriction•. 
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. . . dis' ction functions we call false and true defin-When dealing wJth conJunctlon and JUn f d determines the outcome . I b this result o one operan •'tory values, respe~ttve y, ecaus~ h h' hort introduction to Babel, we will present of the whole function. To end Wlt t u; a 
~he following example. 

d • 'tt in Babel: T·he classical procedure for appen 18 wn en Example 1: X append([J, X") := a. )l append(lX\X .,\, y a) := [X\append{X a, y" . 

2 2 Exploiting And-parallelism • . of in de endent And-parallelism for the func-We focus our attention on a ault~ble form 11 thp allel execution of the functional . aradigm· we a ow e par . . . t tionallogic programrmng p . . h 1 The term And-parallelism ongwa es <U"guments on the right hand Sl~edof ft :r:~=~~m that is exploited for the arguments from P rolog and d~note.s that k~n ? p f arallelism is adopted for Babel and ap(goals) of the conJunct.Jo~ . rr:hu; lu.nd o p all the other built-ins and user defined •plies not only to the conJunctton but also to 
functions'. 

2 2 1 The Strict Parallel Model 
. . . hs of a rule has, in general, functional argume.nts An expression M definmg the r d ) The parallel evaluation consu;ta . . h fu t' symbol as the root no e . . f (expresstons wtt a nc Jon . l ents (which are subexpresstons o of the parallel execution of those functJona argu.~ . M) which meet the following independence condttJOns. . d d nt if 

d t . two arguments are m epen e • the functional arguments are indepen e.n ' Le., 
h iables at run tune. h they do not s are any var . d d nt in the syntactic tree of anot er • one of the functional arguments 1! not a escen a 

functional argument. . list . C . d the recursive rule for flattenmg s. Example 2: ~~~~~e:([HIT}) := append(flatte.n(H), flatten(T)). 
nted m. \11\ generates the followmg parallel rule. The system prese . {H T) flatten(IH\T]) := let cpar(mdep ' ' (H) .A ·= flatten(T)) A1 := flatten , l • 

in append(A1, .A2) . · d d t d . allel if H and T are Ul epen en flatten(H ) and flatten~T) will be :.x~cutecu:o::-m be performed. Anyway, append (first condition)' otlterwtse a sequen ta exe d dit. ) must wait for their computed results (secon con ton . 

2.2.2 Tbe Non-strict Parallel Model . 
. trict arallel model in order to cope wtth some ln this section we extend th~ baste s. .P d disJ'unction together with the con-. Th logtcal conjunct.ton an • . non-strict functions . e . b 1 t. this class The declarative semanttcs ·~,· l and biconditional functtons e ong o • . dt IOna reulon parallellam, for thh kind orparalleliam could be more a Although another name, e.g. aub~xp • d t follow the provloua nomenclature (6, 12, 7). • atlll call it And-pnralleham '" or er o adequa.e, we 
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of the conjunction when one of the arguments yields fal$e is also false, whatever the 
results of the remaining arguments were. H we allow in the parallel scheme that any 
argument might define the result of a non-strict function , then we get nondetermin
ism and unpredictable behaviour. Rather than waiting for a.n arbitrary argument that 
yields a definitory value, we expect the same solutions as in the sequential scheme and 
maintain the sequential order of solutions, so that the aforementioned nondetermini.em 
is avoided. 

The arguments of a non-strict function are allowed to be executed in parallel Aa 
soon as a definitory value for some argument is computed, only the arguments to ita 
left are taken into account for the outcome (i.e., the result together with the succea 
substitution). H not all of them have been computed, new definitory values may be 
delivered and this process must be repeated. H there is no definitory value at all, 
we are committed to wait for all the arguments. Note that this mimics exactly strict 
functions. 

H a failure is computed for some argument position on the first invocation of 
the parallel call (i.e., in$ide $tate 121), a wait for the arguments to its left must be 
performed, because if one of these arguments returns a de~itory value the need of 
backtracking is avoided and the forward execution can be resumed. Otherwise, an 
(intelligent) backtracking out of the parallel call is performed. 

H the backtracking course reaches a previously computed parallel call (i. e. out1ide 
1tate), the rightmost argument position with pending alternatives is searched for a 
redo. The arguments to its right are unwound and a new solution is requested. Note 
that it is possible to optimize the backtracking echeme by suppressing the unwindin1 
of deterministic computations. Meanwhile, arguments to the right are spawned in 
parallel, therefore anticipating work. From this point, the behaviour is like in the 
forward computation. 

3 An Efficient Implementation of And-parallelism 

We rely on the work previously done for stack-based implementation of (sequential) 
narrowing 18] and show the extension to an efficient parallel scheme. Section 8.1 
gives the description of the parallel model, Section 3.2 gives a slight description of 
the system introducing some needed data structures to support parallelism, Section 
3.3 lists the most representative instructions (i.e. , parallel related instructions), and 
finally, Section 3.4 describes the underlying shared memory system. 

3.1 A Stack-based Parallel Model 

One advantage of stack-based implementations is the fast deallocation of data fram• 
(choice points, environments, ... ) during backtracking by simply changing the regiater 
contents. This cannot be straightforwardly extended when parallel-computations an 
performed. Then data structures may be shared by several machines leading to eft'edl 
like the garbage slot and the trapped goal probleJDS 12]. Neve;rtheless, we ma.intabt 
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this feature" in our model by committing to the following strategy: only newer frames 
are allocated on top of the corresponding stacks. 

Each intennediate state of a sequential narrowing computation can be represented 
by means of an And-Or tree, in which And and Or nodes alternate (see Figure 1). An 
And node represent!! the head of a rule whose sons are the applications of the rigM 
band side of the rule. These applications are the Or nodes whose sons are the heads 
of the rules that are unifiable with each Or node. The construction of such a. tree ia 
guided by the eager computation mechanism. A partial ordering is defined regarding 
that a frame a is newer than a frame b whenever b is found first in the narrowing 
tree in an innermost left-to-right order. The position of a node in the tree denotes 
definitely its a.ge. 

And And 

Fork 
a Or 

a Or 

0 And 0 And 

Join 
SequenJial Tree Parallel Tree 

Figure 1: Sequential and Parallel Execution Trees 

Furthermore, each intermediate state of a parallel narrowing computation can be 
represented by adding to the previous scheme Fork nodes, which represent the parallel 
scheduling of their son Or nodes, and Join nodes, which represent join points. In this 
scheme, Or nodes as well as Fork nodes may be sons of a given And node. Of course, 
we are able at this point to definitely associate a relative age between Or nodes and 
its sons, as well as between sons of Fork nodes. We can also set relative ages between 
the sons of a given And node, provided they may be Fork or Or nodes. But we are not 
able to compare any ancestor node with descendant nodes of a Fork node until the 
Join node is reached, because the corresponding subtree configuration for the Fork 
node is only known after the join point. Note that, in general, several subtrees may 
be tried by the backtracking mechanism before reaching the successful configuration. 

We follow this restriction present in this partial order when pushing new frames 
on top of the stacks so that on backtracking, the frames to be deallocated are found 
on top of the stack. 

'Although other feature.& are embodied in our model, due to the laek of space, we skip them In 
t his presentation since they are not related with the parallel behaviour. Please, consult ll} to cet a 
detailed presentation of thia work. 
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3.2 The Parallel System 

We focus on the aspects concerning the mana ement f --n · · · 
deta.ile concerning the n · . g 0 Pcu4.Uelism, orruttmg the 
forward and b k d arroWUlg. system, which ca.n be consulted in [8] and (1]. The 

ac war computation are described. 

3.2.1 ·Forward Computation 

~rieBy, one pa.Tallel Da.Trowing machine ia designated to edonn the n . 
giVen query. Whenever a fork point is reached on 1 ~ . arroWUlg of a 
machines which comply with th d . a~p ymg narrowmg steps, other 
available parallel branches. e prece ence restnctiOn are allowed to narrow the 

enl'!::u:n~at:~:i:;ue:~~ narrowing path, the usual frames are considered (i.e., 
hold th inJ: ' • dp ' ... ). To support parallel calls we nse another frame to 

e ormatiOn ue to the fork point the so- all d II fr 
previous. no~enclature [2). Among other Wormati~n ~t [~~ca arne, following the 
the application name its state and the r Jt { th ' s ~or every parallel call: 

s· I I eSU 0 e COmputattOD. 

(i.e.,':;: ::~:~~::c:~~~~:o:~~t:ion hof parallel tasks
6 

in the active parcall frame 

computation branches which are J:~ncs es noftthyetfcohmp. uted), the different parallel 
b • ons o e at er parcall frame · 1 t d 
Y means of another frame the so-call d I 1 k . k · , are ISO a e 

to denote the parent parc~U fram ~ thoca tas mar. er which contains information 
. d e an e correspondmg parallel branch M 
~ ~r er to .keep computation threads in remote machines _,_ . I t d . oillreover, 
sunila.T fr th ll d . <W~O ISO a e we w use a 
the local =~· m;;;.~a e tnput task marker, which contains similar information to 

3.2.2 Backward Computation 

We distinguish three states in which a failu re may happen: 

• A f~ure ia computed during inside state for a parallel branch If 
we. kill. the remote computations and wait for the kill acknowled e neceasary, 

SWitc~mg t~e local computation to backward. The restoration o~ tment be!ore 

~tate IS effi~tently done by restoring the corresponding registers and ~e pre':o~a 
~g the v~iables a~otated in the trail, as in sequential syste~. Mor?o:~~ 
IS a para e operatton as far as remote machines perform this o t" . ' 
allel. pera ton m par-

• ~ ~:1;:n:~al ~ltrtea(~ runs out of a)l~e:nati~es provided that the next choice point 
e as I.e. ' topmost JOID pomt (outside stat ) In d 

this situation another frame is used· the so-called "t. e . L orher to detect 
all f . . wat tng mar~u t at holds th 

pare rame It c~z:espo~ds to. The waiting marker is pushed onto the run-tim: 
st.ack when ever a JOm pomt bas been successfully reached The ri b 
WJth alternatives is redoed, while the branches to its right are d~atmosttedbranch 

oca . 
6High workload may lead to circum•tancea au h th t h 

the newly created tub. c 8 t ere are no available resources to pick up 
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• A failure is computed for a local (reap. remote) parallel branch, provided that 

the next choice point is below the topmost local (reap. input) task marker and 

the state ia outside. Unlike inside state, we try a redo for the rightmost branch 

b to the left of the failed one, killing the tasks to the right of b. 

3.3 The Instruction Set 

The criteria that we follow in all the solutions we propose is that parallelism will not 

only be exploited in tenns of And-parallelism, but also in all the duties related to the 

wachine operation. For this purpose, idle machines deal with the duties which are 

nllowed to be executed in parallel. For reasons of space we give only sketch of the 

parallelism related instructions, i.e., process instructions. For a complete and detailed 

description of the instruction set consult [lJ. 
Par n (11 , ••• ) : ••• : (l,., .. . ). It pushes a new parcall frame with n slots (each slot 

represents a parallel branch) onto the run-time stack and initia.!Ues all the neceesary 

components. The list of tuples denotes the entry points of the parallel computations 

ns well as some other data needed for initialization. The leftmost slot is kept for local 

execution. Thia instruction represents the fork point. 
Wait. l t waits for the termination of the parallel sons of the current parcall frame. 

This represents the join point of the parallel computation. If the active parcall frame 

still has further available work, then the machine is allowed to steal this work for local 

execution, therefore pushing a local task marker on its own run-time stack. Otherwise 

the machine waits for the remaining remote computations. In the wait state, an 

external kill notification may occur. For instance, because one of the parallel sons or 

some ascendant leads the local kilL When all the parallel sons have been successfully 

computed, a waiting marker is pushed on top of the run-time stack, and the sequential 

computation thread is resumed. 
Conj\l'ait, DisjWait. They wait for the termination of the parallel.arguments of 

the non-strict conjunction and disjunction functions. They are placed instead of the 

Wait instruction, and implement the above explained forwa.Td non-strict behaviour, 

taking care of the definitory values. 
NotifyResul t. It finishes a successful computation of the corresponding parallel 

son. The computed result is located on top of the data stack and waits until the father 

parcall frame can be updated. Afterwards, the result is copied onto the corresponding 

parcall frame and the machine performs the proper actions on the father machine (e.g. 

, deciding to kill needless pa.Tallel arguments of a non-strict function) . Finally, the 

machine is turned to the looking for work state. In this state; the machine performs 

the scheduling strategy on its own, respecting the precedence condition. There ia 

no task queue, therefore saving the local machine from the management of such an 

structure. The machine scans in an efficient way the corresponding ancestor stacks 

looking for suitable parallel branches to be stolen. Whenever the machine picks up a 

suitable stack for remote computation, an input task marker is pushed on top of the 

J")ln-time stack. When looking for work, a kill or redo message may arrive referring 

to the topmost input task marker. 
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NotifyFail. It notifies the (local) father about the computed failure. The local 
machine deals with the backward computation mechanism. Kill notifications may be 
a result of this mechanism. They consists only of the increasing of a kill notification 
counter located at each machine. In fact, this is the only information needed to 
be sent, since the other information is kept in the corresponding task marker. The 
kill procedure is widely executed in parallel, because the machines which send kill 
notifications to the target machines only wait for the acknowledgements when it iJ 
really necessary. This is why several kill notifications may arrive at a given machine 
before completing a kill 

3.4 Shared Memory System 
Shared and distributed memory systems are the best representative memory modela 
for parallel systems. In the shared memory model, a common memory is shared by the 
processors in the network. The efficiency of these systems is bound by the bandwidth 
of the memory since the processors request access to the same address space. In the 
distributed memory model, each processor with local memory is typically connected 
to others through links according to some topology. Whenever some data is requested 
from another node in the network, a me88age passing mechanism is activated drivina 
the messages through the links. In this case, the efficiency is bound by the maximum 
message flow which depends eventually on the topology considered and the message 
bandwidth. 

Both models have advantages and drawbacks that make them more suitable for 
certain applications. The shared memory model is more adequate for problems in 
which frequent access to common memory areas are required, but a memory acceu 
protocol must be supported. If local data. areas are more often accessed, then the 
distributed memory system is more suitable, but a costly message passing mechaniam 
is needed. 

We extend the shared memory model with local memory, which is intended to 
save bus requests by holding the local data areas. Moreover, accesses to the local 
memory area are faster than accesses to the shared memory area. Since the code area 
is read-only, it can be placed at local memory. The data stack is also placed at local 
memory, so that the calls to and returns from functions are speeded-up. To mana1e 
remote readings to registers (there are no remote updates), they are copied to the 
shared memory when another processor requests it. 

We consider a shared memory system in which n processor! with local memory 
are connected to the shared memory through several lines and buses. The patbt, 
common to typical shared memory systems, are: 
• the data bu$, which drives data from and to the shared memory, 
• the addre$J bu$1 in which each processor deposits the address to be read or written, 
• the mode line, indicating the read, write, or wait mode6 , 

11Read and write modea are used to denote reepectively a read or write requeet, while the ... , 
mode i• ueed to denote a wait on an critical aedion. 
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• the requeJt line, which is activated by the corresponding processor requesting accesa 
to the memory, and 

• t.l1e acknowledge line, which is activated by the memory system to allow the corre
sponding processor to acce88 the bus. 

The data bus grant is controlled by the protocol policy which is abstracted in the 
fllH\red memory system. We have designed a First-Come-First-Serve protocol that 
Krants the access control to the first processor requesting the usage of the data bua. 
lf several processors request acce88 at the same time, then this protocol behavea in 
a round-robin way. With this protocol all the processors have the same priority in 
accessing the data bus. -

Mutual exclusion management for critical sections baa been designed specifically 
for our model. The usual semantics of semaphores is supported, providing a wait 
fltatement on critical sections (i.e., a parcall frames) and a signal statement. We 
have extended this semantics in order to cope with kill interrupts, so that whenever 
1\ kill notification is received for a given processor, the execution of the corresponding 
processor is resumed for attending the kill interrupt. 

4 VHDL Specification 
VHDL is a hardware description language developed to gain uniformity in the de
scription of design specifications 14]. It was designed to fulfil a number of needs in 
the design process. Firstly, it allows the specification of the behaviour of a design 
using familiar programming language fonns. Secondly, it allows the description of the 
structure of a design, i.e. the decomposition into sub-designs and their interconnec
tion. Thirdly, as a result, it allows a design to be sirnuJat·ed before being implemented, 
so that designers can quickly compare alternatives and test for correctness without 
the delay and expense of hardware prototyping. 

A VHDL program is a set of concu.rrent processes communicating by means of 
ll ignals, following an event-driven model. The behaviour of processes is described 
by means of a sequential algorithm making use of common imperative constructions. 
To handle process communication, the language provides the WAIT and the 1ignal 
a33ignment ( <=) statements. The signal assignment statement projects future values 
for signals. The general syntax is: 

signal <= expression AFTER time expression; 
The expression is evaluated and the result is scheduled to become the current value 
of the signal after the delay indicated by time expression. The WAIT statement 
makes it possible to suspend the execution of a process, and to express the conditions 
for its resumption_. The general syntax for a wait statement is: 

WAIT ON sensitivity list UNTIL condition FOR time expression; 
The logical condition is evaluated whenever an event happens in a signal which is 
in the sensitivity list. If the result is false , the process remains suspended, else 
it is resumed after the time-out interval denoted by time expression. The time ia 
only increased when a VAIT statement is executed. 

The general syntax of a process is: 
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name PROCESS declarative region 
BEGIN sequential statements 
END PROCESS; 

Subprograms, variables and so on are declared in the declarative region of the 
process, and the bod! sequential statement• defines the functional behaviour. 
d. ~e ~ave used tbUI language to specify the shared memory system in which we 
LS~mguiBh thre~ m.ain categories: the processor component, the memory component, ;? the paths linkmg them (i.e., the data and address bus, and the control linea) 
me~ the processor and the memory components are isolated working elements w~ 

8P~.cify them ~ VHDL processes. They perform communication through the p;tba 
~~~~are specified a.s ~HDL signals. The processor and the memory are declared ~ 
h components wh1ch allows easily to declare a.s many processors connected to 

t . e memory a.s a constant indicates. The system can therefore be tested ea.sil for 
d1fferent numbers of processors. y 

The processor component implements the parallel narrowing unit. The body of 
!':.rpr~cessor component consists of an initialization phase, followed by the parallel 

ow1ng procedure. The skeleton of the processor componelnt is depicted below. 

BEGIN 
initProcessor; 
VHILE NOT v_Halt LOOP 

fetch(v_OpCode); 
CASE v _OpCode IS 

VHEN Par •> 

END CASE; 
END LOOP; 

END PROCESS; 

. initPro~essor initializes the processor state by loading the program code, reset. 
~~g ~he reg~ters and so on. A VHILE. loop controls the processing of instruction•. 

e ~structtons are read by the fetch procedure, which are processed by the con-.. 
spondmg branch of the selection statement CASE. 

The basic shared memory system is specified as an asynchronous system in which 
the memory and e~h processor component are synchronized by means of the Requ••• 
and{ Acknowledge lines. T~e VHDL specification corresponding to the read operation 
per ormed by a processor ts shown below. 

Mode <= readMode; 
Address <• ••• : 
Request <• TRUE; 
WAIT UNTIL Acknowledge • TRUE; 
v_Data :• InData; 
Request <• FALSE; 
WAIT UNTIL Acknowledge • FALSE; 
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Whenever a read operation is requested by any processor, the Node and Addren 
lines are set with the corresponding values. Then, the Request line is set. The 
processor will wait until the memory decides to serve such request. The (shortened) 
synchronization part of the memory is as follows. 

outdataa(v_Target) <• ... ; 
acknowledgea(v_Target) <• TRUE; 
VAIT UNTIL requeata(v_Target) • FALSE; 
WAIT FOR v_Delay; 
acknovledgea(v_Target) <• FALSE; 

Once the acknowledgement has been noticed by the processor 1 it can pick up 
the requested data from the corresponding signal, and then it resets the Request 
line. The memory, in turn, is synchronued again by the resetting of this line. The 
accessing delay for each data area is taken into account through the sentence VAIT FOR 
v _Delay;. Finally, the processor can resume its computation when the Acknowledge 
line is reset by the memory. From this point, the memory is free for attending to 
other requests. 

This scheme is the basics for controlling the access to shared data areas. It has been 
upgraded in order to serve the local memory accesses. The key of such an upgrade is 
to save the VAIT sentence of the local data areas which occurs at the memory, being 
placed in both the read and write operations of the processor component. These local 
delays apply only to the processor, though the memory component serves the data. 

The memory component embodies not only the data management (by serving read 
or write requests) but also the access protocol. The reason is the following: since 
the data stack and register local data areas are to be remotely accessed, we have 
abstracted this mechanism in such a way that the memory system will be responsible 
for the management of those tasks, freeing the processor system. Therefore, the 
memory system will serve all the data reque.sts, but retaining the conceptual behaviour 
of the local data areas, so that the access to them will not interfere with the access 
to the global data areas. We show below the body of the memory process that 
implements the intended behaviour. 

BEGIN 
VAIT ON requests; 
attend_loca l_requesta; 
LOOP 

IF no_pendi ng_requests THEN 
EXIT Lmemory; 

END IF; 
select_uker(v_PriorityArray, v_Target); 
attend_requeat(v_Target) ; 

END LOOP; 
END PROCESS; 

The first sentence implies a wait on the change of the requests signal. Whenever 
any processor sets its own request line, tht ehru1go is noticed by the memory. After, 
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the memory first attends to the local re uests (a 
not need to he refereed by the ac ~ 1 b ttend_local_requesta), which do 
Then the cess pro oco ' ecause they are per ae local request. 
(sel:ct .::;)o~~yaUstyem sc~ns ~the active requests deciding which request to aerv~ 

- • servmg 1 (attend reque t) W'th h statement all th li 'b) • - • 8 
• 1 t e uee of the LOOP ' e e gJ e requests at a glVen hme are attended and th . fi . 

needed by the access protocol is h ld . _p i . • e m ormat1on 
BEGIN and END PROCESS d ti e m v r ~n tyArray. The process delimiter 

e ne an overall loop Le when aU th h 
served, the process cont~nues with the first stat;me~ts and waits ;o~~~t ave been 
dur:.h~xet~::e~d t~ehavtour of semaphores are specified in the aelect_a:~:~:~::: 
reques ting a wait s:a:~::; t~:mponent detects a kill notification for the processor 
kill notification to the ' memo'?' component serves the request returning a 

processor, respectmg the protocol policy. 

5 Results 

In this section we give the results of the current VHD . . 
studied the performance of the system b . h F'L unpl~mentatton. We have 

b Y runmng t e 1honacc1 program d ' ff t num er of processors. We have considered the follow· f I . h . on 1 eren 
memory system with local memory over the share mg actors. t e gam. of a shared 
memory, the speed-up, the local hits rate, and the l~e~;;ory system W1thout local 
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Figure 2: First results 

Graph (a) shows that the greater the number of 
achieved when comparing both system Th. . b processors the greater the gain 
the non-local memory case. A gain clos:~o 24 1B ;ce:~~use th~ bus ~raffic increases in 
this demonstrates that if we add a ca h p ~ obtamed wtth five processors, 

c e memory to t e parallel system {not only by 
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means of the local memory) we would obtain better speed-ups. 
As would be expected, programs with insufficient granularity demonstrate no 

11peed-up but actually slow-down as can be observed in graph (h)-b) . This is dear due 
to the extra cost induced by the parallelism management. On the other hand, the 
speed-up curve in graph (h)-a) shows no increase in speed-up for the cases of three and 
five processors. This can be explained because of the scheduling policy together with 
the augmentation of the bus traffic. This example shows that the imposed precedence 
restr iction results in this UDdesirable effect. 

Graph (c) shows the rate between local and remote accesses. As the number of 
processors grows, this rate decreases because each processor needs more accell8es to 
the part of the shared memory where remote data areas are held. 

Finally, graph (d) shows the latency of the single bus. It is depicted as the rate 
between wait time and computation time. As the number ofprocessora u ow, the rate 
increases because bus traffic grows. 

Further improvements of the profiling procedure will deal with more benchmarks 
and statis~ics. For instance, we may consider the processors that remain idle due to 
the precedence condit ion, the time epent in the parallel related operatione, and others 
which will help us to tune the system for further efficiency. 

6 Conclusions and Future Work 

We have presented a computational model for the parallel execution of Babel that 
relies on a more efficient me~ory management than in previous approaches. Another 
important extension is the parallel execution of non-strict functions, a very essential 
concept of functional programming. All these ideas have been incorporated in an 
abstract model, assuming a shared-memory multiprocessor system with local memory 
over a single bus. Further refinements have delivered a low level specification in 
VHDL and a prototype implementation. We have tested the system with a small 
set of benchmarks that shows the applicability of our procedure in the design of the 
parallel system. 

Further investigation will deal with several topics. For instance, the study of 
interleaved, distributed, and cached memory models. An interesting topic is the 
integration of the distributed and the shared memory model, together with the com
bined exploitation of And-parallelism and Or-parallelism, since And-parallelism ia 
well suited to exploitation with shared memory clusters, while Or-parallelism can be 
better exploited on a distributed network. Finally, another topic is the extension of 
the non-strict parallel model to deal with luy narrowing. 
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Abstract 

Higher-order logic languages seem particularly suitable to b~ imp~mented 
- "e) architectures for at least two reasons. On one hand, t ey o er mobre 

on pat<UI d I · 1 es On ~he ot er 
opportunities for parallelization than fi rst-o~ er ogle ang~ag : f t . ed A-
hand the greater computational costs o{ hlglter-order unification o y~ 't 

, h ld allow the exploitation of pa.Tilllelism with a larger gran an y, 
terms s ou . r h . t t' al interest there 
possibly leading to higher efficiency. In Sfllle .o t eu po en 1 our knowl-
are a few implementations of higher-order lo~lc langua~es,. a.nd, to w We 

. h been made about tlten para.llehzatlon, up to no . 
edge no expenence as · · f · i t r for the o~t llere a preliminary study about paraUelizaliOll o an. m erpre e . . 
r~p d 1 · 1 uage .\Prolog. Starting from the available expen~nce ~n 
lngher-or er og1c ang .

11 
of pa.rallehsm 111 

para.Uelizing first-order logic );\nguages, the possa ) e sources . t' { th ir 
execution of .\Prolog programs are prese~ted: and a character~za lon or he 

loitat.ion on parallel ba.rdware as given. Tbe analysts confirm~ t. at 
~~:~: a;;ma.ny opportunities for pa.ralleljzation, and that a num~er of ~g~~fi
cant differences exists with respect to the Prolog case. An executaon mo ~· ~: 
.\Prole based on tlte results of our analysis is sketched, a.nd fin~y s~me tn 
on the geffectively p1Hallelism exploitation (rom real .\Prolog applications, such 

as theorem-provers, are ouWned. 

Jlr. · I' N 'on~t.lc: delle: Riccrcl1e under funds of 
•This work has been ~11 1'JHlJI~I •Y jn:• ~•~ 1~ t'z.~ all~1 lo" ""d by MURST under futtdJ 40%. 
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1 Introduction 

In _the ~ontext of logic programming languages, several attempts have been made to 
butld h1gher-order extensions to this paradigm and especially two natural approaches 

ha~e been propose~, based respectively, on a higher-order logic level and on a meta
logtcalle_vel. I_n th1s work we analyze parallel implementation issues of higher-order 
~eature~ Jn log1c programming, following the higher-order logic approach, and starting 
m part1cula~ from ~he ..\Prolog language proposed by Nadathur and Miller [17): 

..\Prolog_ ts a log1c l an&'ll~ge that extends Prolog by incorporating notions of higher
order funct10ns, ~-terms, h1gher-order unification, and polymorphic types. These new 
feat~ res. a!e ~r~v1d~d by extending the classical first-order theory of Horn clauses to 
the mt.UJtJOmst.lc h1gher-order theory of Hereditary Harrop formulas which extends 

Hor~ ~laus~ i~ _two ort.hog~n~l directions: embedding higher- ord~r notions, and 
prov1dmg pnm1t1ves for spec1fymg new search operations. 

. _.AProlog have been used for many purposes [7,12,13). These experiments have 
md1c~t~d the us~fulness of the language, especially of its higher-order features , and 
thus It IS of considerable value t.o have at hands efficient implementations of ..\Prolog. 
Several app~oach~ have been proposed for providing gooli implementations (4,6,14) 
however thetr efficiency should be further improved for practical applications of the 
language. 

A_lso for_ these reasons, it seems interesting to analyze a parallel implementation 
and 1t.s d~nved adv~nt.ages . In _fact, higher-order logic languages, such as ..\Prolog, 
seem particularly swt.able to be Implemented on parallel archi tectures for at least. two 
reasons. _On one hand, they offer more opportunities for parallelization than first
order lo~JC la~gu ages (as for example the exploitation of parallelism in the higber
o~der umficat.lon process). On the other hand, the great.er computational costs or 
h1.gher-order unificatio_n of typed ..\- terms should allow the exploitation of parallelism 
With a. larger gr~nulanty, possibly leading to higher speedups. 

. Thts paper aJm.s to present a .preliminary examination of the possibilities to paral
lelJze the ..\Prolog mterprel.er , w1th the aim to reduce its execution time. We are not 
concerned with a~y extension of ~he language for the explicit control of parallelism, 
bu~ we t r! to pomt out the poss1ble sources of inherent parallelism, and to charac
~enze the1~ ~ature. In partic~lar , we start our analysis from the available experience 
m_ parall ehzmg first-o:d er log1c languages, and we discuss similarities and differences 
With .respect to the h•gher-order case. Even though we do not propose yet practical 
solut.1ons t~ the sever~) problems pointed out throughout. -the paper, we believe that 

~ur an~lys1s helps clanfy a number of relevant issues and provides the necessary start
tog pomt t~wards a parallel execution model for ..\Prolog. With some minor changes 
our analys1s can apply also to other higher-order logic languages so as the Isabelle 
system (19} and the Elf language (20) . 

.w e concentrate on the version of the language based on higher-order Horn clauses, 
wh_1ch ext.ends Prolog essentially by replacing first-order unification with higher d 

fi t' 0 d . . . -or er 
um ca 1on . ur ec1s1on of not considering here the other main feature f 'P 1 
. th b'l' f . . . . . o -'\ ro og 
J.e. e a •.•ty o usmg ":'lphcat.Jon and umversal quantification in goals, is motivated 
by two mam reasons. F1rst, the extension of program clauses to Hereditary Harrop 
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formulas does not introduce new sources of non-deLerminism in the interpreter, and 
11 0 further parallelism can therefore be exploited with respect to the higher-order Horn 
clauses case. Second , experience matured in sequential implementations shows that 
the new features of ..\Prolog are in a sense orthogonal to each other, and there is little 
interference among the mechanisms developed for each of these features (4 , 18]. We 
therefore argue that our work can be a sound basis even for analyzing the impact of 
the Hereditary Harrop formulas on the parallelization of the ..\Prolog interpreter. 

The paper is articulated in the following sections. In section 2, the behavior 
of the interpreter of ..\Prolog is described , and implementation issues relevant for 
parallelization are discussed. In section 3, we examine the different points of non· 
determ inism present in the resolution process, and we give independence conditions 
for exploiting AND-parallelism in ..\Prolog. In section 4, we discuss architectural 
issues for the development of parallel implementations of AProlog, we make some 
considerations towards a parallel execution model of the language and we analyze 
how non trivial programs, such as theorem provers, could benefit from a pa~allcl 
implementation of the language. Finally we briefly discuss future research directiOnS. 

2 The >.Prolog abstract inte rpreter 

In this section , we analyze the behavior of the ..\Prolog interpreter to point out tl.l<l 

sources of non-determinism present in the execution model of the language. As JO 

the Prolog case, sequential implementations of the interpreter must include rules for 

selecting alternatives arising from the non-deterministic resolution process. When 
parallel execution is considered, this non-determinism gives rise to potential sources 

of parallelism that could be exploited to speed up the computation. 
Our description of the abstract execution model of ..\Prolog is that one reported 

in [18}, where further details can be found. In the following, the symbols 'P, g, V, 
and 8 denot.e a set of higher-order Horn clauses, sets of goal formulas , disagreemeut 
sets and substitutions, respectively. Moreover, let SIMP L denote the function that 
simp)jfies a disagreement set to flexible/ rigid (F /R) pairs and flexible/flexible (F /F) 
pairs only, and let MATCH be the function that, given an F /R pair , produces the 
set. of imitation and projection substitutions for that pair. At last, the symbol F 
represents a disagreement set that has no unifiers , and an atom is said to be r igid if 

it.s top-level symbol is not a variable, flexible otherwise. 
A tuple ((i2 , 'D2, 8~} is said to be 'P-derivable from the tuple ((it, 'Dt, 81) if 'D, -:/; F 

and one of the following situations bold1
: 

1. (Goal reduction step) 02 = 0, 'D2 = 'Dt and for some G E gl it is the case that: 

(a) GisT and (iz = gl- {G}, or 

I We have excluded from the rules the transfonnation introduced in {18} for solving flexible anala 
(i.e. a goal that has a variaLie M its head), because it is a simplification in the 1'-derivaLion procen 
that sacrifice11 completeness (it~ Wle can p ossibly lead to failure, even though solutioi'UI do exi• t for • 
given inhial query {16}). Since J)l\rl\llfll execution or the interpreter affects the set of • olutions actually 
computed by the interpreter, we prefer to 'et rid of this rule in our analyaia. 
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(b) G is G1 A G2 and 92 = (91 - {G}) u {G2, GI}, or 

(c) G is G1 VG2 and , for i = 1 or i = 2, 92 = (9t- {G})U {G;}, or 

(d) G is 3x P and , Q2 = (91 - {G}) U {((-\z P)Y)} where Y is a new (free) 
variable. 

2. (Backcha ining step) 92 = 0, and for some rigid atom G E {it , G' :::> A is a 
clause in P instantiated with new variables and g2 = Wt - { G}) U { G'} and 
'D2 = SIM PL('Dt u {(G,A)}). 

3. (Unification step) For some F /R pair x E 'D1 , either M ATCH(x) = 0 and 
'D2 = F , or fJ2 E MATCH(x) and g2 = 82(gt) and 'D2 = SIMPL(82('D1)) . 

A sequence of the form (Qi, 'D; ,O;}t<;<n is a P-Jcrivation sequence for a goal 
formula G if (i) 91 = {G}, 1J1 = 0 and 01-= 0, and (ii) for 1 ~ j < n , the (j + 1)'11 

tuple is 'P- derivable from the j'h tuple. Such a sequence terminates with failure if 
'Dn = F and with success if gn = 0 and 'Dn is either empty or contains only F /F 
pairs. In the latter case, we say that the sequence is a 'P-derivation for G. Such a 
sequence embodies in it a solution to the query G in the context. of the program P . 
The ClJmputcd answer provided by this solution is obtained by composing On o · · · o 81 
and restricting the resulting substitution to the free variables of G. An abstract 
interpreter for -\Prolog may be thought of as a procedure that, given a program 'P , 
attempt.s to const.ruct a 'P-derivation for goal formulas. A state in this derivation 
process is characterized by a set of goals and a disagreement set, and the search 
for a solution is progressed by applying a simple step to one of these components. 
In [16) it is shown that this derivatjon process is complete, and that the order in 
which rules are applied in correspondence of the choice points does not affect the 
fi nal result. As a consequence, non-determinism can be exploited to extract some 
parallelism, provided that the resulting process can be proved to be equivalent to 
some 'P-derivation sequence. 

The above set of transformation rules contains five points of non- determinism: 

1. choice of a program clause for backchaioing; 

2. choice of a substitution returned by MATCH; 

3. choice of an atom for backchaining; 

4. choice of an F /R pair as an argument of MATCH ; 

5. choice between backchaining and unification. 

As to goal reduction rules, they can be solved at compile time and do not give rise 
to actual processing load . rn fact, complex goals containing logical constants, such aa 
1\, V, 3, can be statically reduced to sets of atomic goals [18) . 

We want now to make some comments about several aspects of sequential imple
mentations of ~Prolog which have relations with our discussion . 
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Higher-order unification is semi-decidable, and it is an infinitary problem: if there 
are solutions they can be found , otherwise the search may diverge, and there may 
be several most general unifiers, sometimes a countable infinity. This has two conse
quences on implementations: 

• Pre-unification [8) instead of complete higher-order unification is actually com
puted by the unification procedure. This choice requires that attem~ts ~ solve 
an unification problem must at t imes be suspended until the apphcat10n of a 
backchaining step may int roduce further constraints. 

• The search procedure for pre-unifiers may have non-terminatin~ branches in 
the matching tree (see examples in [4) . However, all impl~me~tat10ns. choo~e a 
depth-first strategy which can possibly lead to non termmatmg computations 
even when solutions exist. 

There are two further observations regarding ~-unification . First, most unifica
tion problems in higher-order logic languages are first-order proble~ns, o~ other special 
cases that do not require the complexit.y of the full higher-order umficat10o procedure. 
This means that implementations should be able to recognize such cases and solve 
them cheaply with specialized algori thms (4 ,11). Second, techniq~es developed to 
implement basic operations on ~-terms, such asS/ M P Lor P-reductJOn, make exten
sive use of lazy evaluation to postpone work until it is actually needed , and to reduce 
memory requirements at run-time [18) . . 

A second aspect is that., in sequential implementations, comJ:>Ieten~s of the denva
tion pro~ess is sacrificed for enforcing sequentialization in the execut10n model. The 
third consideration is that explicit representation of the disahrreement set, even though 
avoidable in principle as in the first-order case, it is desirable for pragmatic reasons: 
in a situation where choices have to be made in substitutions, it appears best to use 
all available constraints on these choices [1 8) . Note that this unification strategy tends 
to reduce non-determinism , since it may, at the very least, curtail the branchin~ in 
search. Moreover, explicit. representation is also required by the need of suspendmg 
the unification procedure when backchaining steps are to be performed. 

In this respect, a last observation is that also the s~itching .s.t.rategy be.twe~n 

backchaining and unification may play an importa~t role •.n curta!lmg branchm.g m 
the search procedure. In (18), the strategy followed IS very stmple: whenever pos~1~ l e, 

unification is always performed before backchaining. In other words, backchamn~g 
steps are delayed unt.il no F /R pair remai ns in the disa~reement .set. However , ~~~ 
[11) it bas been observed that this strategy can result m thrash~ng when cer~am 
combinations of unification problems have to be solved by extensive backtrackmg. 
A different strategy has then been embedded in the operational sem~ntics of tl~e 
higher-order logic language Elf [20}, that attempts to solv~ only equat10ns that he 
within an appropriate ext,ension of L>. [15] . All other equat.10ns (solvable or not) are 
postponed as constraints. Even though we will not discuss further t~e ma~ter here, 
it is apparent that this scheduling problem deserves a careful cons1derat10n when 
parallelism is introduced in the -\Prolog interpreter. 
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3 From Non-Determinism to Parallelism 

We now analyze how the non-determinism present in the 'P-derivation process can giva 

rise to several forms of parallelism. The analysis aims to give a characterization of 

these forms of parallelism, and to identify the main implementation issues to be dealt 

with in orde.r to achieve a parallel implementation of higher-order logic features. For 
those forms of parallelism present also in Prolog, references to solutions proposed for 

parallelizing execution of first-order logic programs and similarities and difference~ 
between the two cases are more extensively analyzed in (2). We concentrate us in 

particular on the sources of parallelism typical of the higher-order language which wn 

can exploit in a particular application of the language as pointed out in section . 

3.1 Choice of a program clause for backchaining 

This kind of non-determinism is present also in Prolog, where it has been classified u 

OR-parallelism. As in Prolog, OR-parallelism arises when the predicate correspond

ing to the head of a rigid atomic goal is defined through multiple program clause111 

and hence the back chaining 'step can be attempted in several ways. For every pro

gram clause that can be selected, a different disagreement set is obtained after thn 
application of SIMP L , and as many 'P-derivations can be started . All these 'P· 
derivations are independent subcomput.ations that correspond to different branchet 

in the proof-search tree. Exploring in parallel several branches of this tree can speed 
up the compntat.ion when multiple answers to the initial query must be computed, or 
when the depth-first strategy would produce a lot of backtracking before the "right" 

branch is explored. The implementation of OR-parallelism in .AProlog requires t.o 
solve essentially t.hree problems: 

• managing t.he binding environments of several independent resolvents in parallel; 

• scheduling the corresponding subcomputat.ions, so as work is balanced amana 
processors and the syst.em does not collapse under too many activities; 

• making available to every subcomputation a coherent copy of the disagreement 

set. 

The first two issues a.re typical problems also of the parallel implementation of first.

order logic languages [5) (see [2] for a comparison) . The third issue is specific of 
the higher-order case, and it. represents a further source of overhead that should be 

accounted for . It. is worth noting that. the multiple copies of the disagreement set differ 

only for the new pairs added by the backchaining sf.ep. As a consequence techniquea 
based on sharing or incremental copying are likely to exhibit a better performance 

than those requiring a complete duplication of the disagreement set. 

3.2 Choice of a substitution returned by MATCH 

Multiple solutions retu rned by the MATCH procedure correspond to alternatives in 

the pre-unification algorithm that can be tried in parallel. Each alt.,!rnat,ive consista 

111 applying a different subst.it.uliou to the .X-terms in the disagreement set, giving rise 

to as many unification problems. The situation is quite similar to that discussed in 
t.hc prP.vious subsection . The originated parallelism can then be classified as a kind 

of OR-parallelism, and its exploitation requires to solve the same problems outlined 
ltLove. Nevertheless, this form of parallelism represents a novelty with respect to 

l'rolog, and it exhibit.s a number of peculiarities that it is worth noting. 
first of all, in the sequential case when a substitution is chosen and applied to the 
disagreement set, a certain amount of work must be done to ensure that the substitu

tion can be undone upon backtracking, so as another substitution can be tried in turn 

[II, 18]. We argue that this further overhead can make exploitation o~ this par.alle~ism 
111ore convenient than the traditional OR-parallelism. In fact, applymg substJtutJons 

t.o .X-terms in a reversible way seems a task comparable to that of making these same 

terms sharable among several parallel activities2 . Hence, since parallelism substitutes 

hacktracking, the overhead produced by the duplication of .A-terms could turn out ~ 
be partly hidden by t.he work saved for making substitutions reversible. Note agam 

that sharing or incremental copying techniques should behave more favorably even in 

Lllis respecl. . 
A second observation is that parallel traversal of the matching tree affects the set 
of solutions actually computed hy the unificat.ion procedure. This seems particularly 

important if the semi-decidable and infinit.ary nature of .A-unification is considered . 

In fact, on one hand , substituting depth-first search with a parallel one could improve 
the probability of finding solut.ions to unification problems having non-terminating 

branches. On the other hand, when more (or all) branches are tried in parallel, non

terminating searches are likely to take place, and a scheduling strategy capable to 

detect and abort such endless computations should be adopted. Hence, techniques 

for exploiting OR-parallelism in uniflcat.ion should pay special attention to policies 
used to schedule parallel subcomputations. A last point concerns the amount. of 

OR-parallelism in unifir.ation that is present in real .AProlog programs. As we have 

already mentioned, most. unification problems arising during actual executions are 

not higher-order, or do not require extensive backtracking. Hence, parallel implemen

t.ations should check for these special cases and limit. parallelism exploitation only 
to cases of true higher-order problems. Note that. such an hybrid approach does not 

introduce further difficulties if a multisequential model of execution is adopted. 

3.3 Choice of au atom for backchaining 

Parallelism arising from this form of non-determinism is present also in Prolog. It hall 

been usually referred t.o as AND-parallelism, as it consists of developing in parallel 
goals that. are implicitly connected by a logical AND operator: we have inde11endcnt 
AND-paralleli.sm, i.e. only goals not sharing variables are executed in parallel and 

dependent AN 0-parallelism, i.e. concurrent execution of goals sharing variables is 

allowed , but synchronized by producer/consumer relationships on these variables. In 

principle, the basic conditions for exploring independent AND-parallelism in .XProlog 

2This statement i~ justified by the observation that both L&•ks require a potentially complete 

traven;AI of the 8Lructure of .>.-term!' and, al le...-t, a copy of parh of the8e l cnne. 
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do not differ from those given in the Pro log case. In practice, however, detecting such 
a condition in the >.Prolog case calls for different solutions, since variable bindings may 
be implicitly established also through the constraints represented by the disagreement 
set. This implies tight interactions with the unification step. In pa.rticular, AND
para11elism interacts wit.h parallelism arising from the choice of an F /R pair as an 
argument of the MATCH procedure. Since the latter kind of parallelism is specific of 
the higher-order case, we will examine in more detail conditions for goal independence 
in the next subsection. 

3.4 Choice of an F /R pair as an argument of MATCH This form of parallelism has tight relations with AND-parallelism; in fact establish
ing goal independence requires extracting binding information from the disagreement 
pairs, so interactions with the unification algorit.hm are needed and para1le1 applic~ 
tion of MATCH to several F /R pairs gives rise to a compatibility problem similar 
to that. arising in the cont.ext of AND-parallelism. In particular when MATCH is 
applied to an F /R pair, a set of subst.it.utions is returned f<>J" the bead of the flexi
ble term. If MATCH is applied in parallel to another F /R pair, one must ensure 
that the subst.it.ut.ion applied in one case is compatible with t.he substitution applied 
in the Qf.her case. Again run-time checks enforcing coherency could he introduced, 
but they would be likely too expensive as in the case of AND-parallelism in Prolog. 
Instead, if only independent F /R pairs (i .e. not sharing variables) are allowed to 
be solved in parallel , the subcomputations will provide non-conflicting substitutions 
and no expensive coorrlination is required. However, even though independent. pairs 
are selected , the corresponding subcomput.ations are not completely independent. To 
show this, Jet us indicate with FV(T) the set of free variables appearing in 7, where 
T is a collect.ion of ~-terms, and let us consider a partition of the disagreement set 'D 
in the subsets 'Dt and v2' for which the following condition holds: 

In t.his hypothesis, t.he two subsets can be unified independently, and hence two non
interacting subcomput.at.ions can be st.arl.ed. Consider for instance the subcomput;v 
t.ion that operates on the portion 'Dt of the disagreement. set. Since the unification 
algorithm actually computes pre- unifiers for 'Dt, if at. some stage only F /F pairs 
remain in the disagreement. set 'D~ derived from V1 , one or more backchaining steps 
must be performed until an F /R pair is added l.o V~, or the goal set is empty. Now, 
assume that backchaining is performed on a rigid goal, of the form G(t, u), where t 
and u are subt.erms containing the free variables X E FV(V1) and Y E FV(V2 ) , re
spectively. After backchaining, the pairs (t , r} and (u, s) are added to Vi (r and s are 
two subt.erms of the head of the clause select.ed for the backcl1aining step), and hence 
v~ is transformed in a disagreement set. that is not independent any more from v2. Again , we find a tight interaction between backchaining and unification in exploiting 
the form of parallelism discussed in this section. This consi~era.tion seems to suggest 
that the two sources of parallelism should be considered together in order to state 
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t ·on indepen-11 ). Under such an assump I . ' 

. . · d d t AND-para e tsm . 
t · d 

condataons for m e_peo. en f 'P-derivation process can be cbarac erne 
dent AND-parallelism m the context o a 
as fo11ows. 

. 
1 (r. 1) (} } at some 

. . m p and gaven the tup e ,1, l• 1 
1 

Theorem 1 Gaven a dcjimte prog~ , d 1) be partitioned into two sets Ql, 
stage of the P -dcrivation process, if gl an . 1 ca~ 't . h Ids· r.u d -nl '"'" respectively and tile followang con a aon o . 
,

1 an v 1 , v1, • 

(1) (FV(QD u FV('D~)) n (FV(Q~') U FV('D~)) = 0 
b f nned by 1'-deriving independently 

then the P-derivation of (Ql '1)1 '91} can de pckr. o answer the composition of 
d (r." 'D" () } an ta mg as an the tuples (Q~ ''D~' 91} an ,I' I' 1 ' -derivations. all the substitutions produced by these two P 

. . [2) Note that the theorem can be eastly 
The proof of the t heorem can be found m (. ) cardinality. Condition (1) cap
extended to partitions of gl and 1>1 of andy.· same t set when AND-parallelism is 

. b 1 set and 1sagreemen . . 
tures the interactiOn etween goa. . . f r. d 'D can be found satasfymg 

. f ' t I t that tf part.tt.JOns o ,I an 1 1 U r 

explo11.ed. In act, I s .a es I d . arallel independent y. n.or-h b 1 ( r. can be so ve m P • . 
the condition, then t e su se .so ,I . . t easy to detect at run-ttme. 

· d d ce condtlaon does no seem p l 
tunately, such an m epen ·en . .' d d t. AND-parallelism of a >. ro og d d. tl to explott m epen en . d d 
So it. cannot. be use nee Y h d more work IS nee e to 

. I . t' t.e further t.he matter ere, an 
program. We wtl not mves _tga . d th ou rh st.at.ic analysis of the program 
verify if this kind of parallelism ca~ be detec~e I. /ng ~articular cases of condition (1) 
text. Alt.ernat.ively, cheaper ru~-~~me t.esl.s he:~: pens in Prolog, if a goal clause G 
could be used . For instance, .stmtlarly to w a p is dosed (i.e. FV(G) = 0), the subsets: 

} -n• .. 1)" - 'D g~ = G, g~ = g 1 _ {G , v 1 = v , 1 - 1 
. . G could be solved in parallel with the re-

would satisfy trivially condtt.ton (1), and h d . . t. of 'lle goal set without further over . ea . 
mammg par • • 

3.5 Choice between backchaining and unification . . . sle s and unification steps must actu-
As we.have already pomt.ed out, ~ackchammgt .tp cons'lsling of only F/F pairs . The d ith dasagreemen se s · 
ally be interleave t.o cope w . . th rht. of as made up by two cooper-

. · II d 1 d ' f the tnterpreler IS oug . . . h 
situatiOn IS we mo e e I . 'fi t' nd backchainin.r respecttvely. It IS t. en 

. . . lementang Unllca .aon a o • . . . . h 
atmg corout.mes, tmp . . t' f these two act1vatles, w1t proper 

. 1 h ' k f arallehzmg execu IOD o 
I 

qmt,e natura f,o t. m o p 1 f f them must be conveyed t.o the ot ler. 
. . . ts when the resu l.s o one o . . . d' 

synchromzat.IOn pom , 'fi t' eed l·n parallel mamtrunmg coor 1-
k l · · r nd um 1ca 10n proc ' "' 

However, when bac c lammg a . ' a) k d t. the consistency maintenance. .a.o 
. I . not. a tnvt tas ue o . . d 'fi 

oataon between t1em IS 
y'tng out. backchammg an lint -

. . 1 B d u be the processes carr 
. f 

clarify this pomt, et an bl t be solved so as concurrent executaon o 
cation, respectively. There are t.wo pro ~m~ ot' process. The first problem is what 
B and U preserves correct.urss of the P- e~va ~~n U The second problem is relating 
informat.ion must. be cxdt:ut)l.t•d \)ctwccn an . 
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to the coordinat.ion of the two processes when ba . 
th~ c~nsiderat.ions developed in [2] it seems I cktrackmg has to take place. From 

~ tt IS not enough t.o exdtange periodicall c ear ~hat for ~arallel execution of B and 

tight. coordination is needed. It is be ond t: the mform~tton produced, but a more 

solutJOns to the problems pointed o~ so w: ~cope of.thts paper to provide practical 

and refer the reader to the • ? o not discuss the matter further here 
. nex" sect1ons for • 

concernmg this point. some more comments on future work 

4 Discussion 

After having examined what are the . 
of AProlog, in this section we will maml sources of para.llelism in the execution model 

on the subject, and we WJ.II brt"etl cd~mp ethe our analysis touching some other issu
. . Y •scuss ow P 11 r ..... 
m lmplementat.ions of AProlog p· II . ara e tsm can be actually exploited 

of independent AND-Parallelism. wmh~ hy we .gfilve an example of successful exploitation 
d . . 1c sat1s es The 1 · . . 

a lscuss•on on some other sources of a . orem gtven m sectJOn 3.4. For 

of SIMPL and MATCH functions tl P rallehsm, as for example the parallelization 

to be performed on each A-t.e~m. s:; [;]~ exploit.at.ion of parallelism in the operations 

4.1 Architectural considerations 

T~e effort needed to develop parallel im le . 
dHtectural characteristics of th t f mentatJOns of AProlog depends on the ar-

a- . e arget uardware W t h . 
more euectrve way to develop su h . I : e expec t at, as 10 Prolog the 
h d . c tmp ementatJOns on tl ' 
.ar ware IS t.o derive a multise<JUential model fro . .curren Y available parallel 

lJOns. This approach shou ld be fai I . I r- m exJstmg sequential implementa-
tt h tl r y stmp e •Or shared mem It" 

JOUg le more complex algorithms and dat ory mu •processors, even 

order features require more sophisticated tec~~~ructures nee~ed to .cope with higher

overhead . In part.icolar if parallelism b t bqukes not. to tncu r In non-acceptable 

exploit.ed , efficient. solut.ions ~~ imp) e .wt eteln ac c~aining and unification is to be 
d . t "b d . emen ·•e merging h 

JS tt Ht.e memory architectures ( It" . p ase must be found For 

A Shared Virtual Address Space [2;]u tcompHters), two approaches can be foll~wed. 
needed wit.h respect lo the mult: support could be used to minimize the changes 
· . · !processor case Mem 
•ng rssnes are likely t.o be changed b t h . . ory management. and schedul-

machines could be reused on multi~o u tmec aTnl•sms developed for shared memory 
exte d" I d mpu ers. le second ap h I 

n mg c ose environments techni ues [5] . proac cou d consist in 

Even though they seem more suitabl~ to dist.~i~o~t:~ed ID the Prolog case to ~Prolog. 
the ~Prolog case cou ld give rise to further diffi I . memory hardware, theii use in 

shan ng and l.azy evaluation in representation a c~ t.Ies ~ecau~e of the role played by 

as already potnt.ed out fine-grain n mantpulatJOn of A-terms At last 

II I . I ' concurrent computers see t b . . ' 
para e Imp ement.at.ion of ~Prolog an I tl I . I. m o every promising for 

t,his solution, besides current una "I b~. ,? •er ogtc anguages. The main drawback of 

many of t.he algorithms ancl data vs~' all •t.y of proper hardware/ is the need to redesign 
"t . II . .rue Utes lo exploit p II r 
I IS a owed by conventional architectures . . . ara e Ism at a finer level than 

. In this respect, we guess that the basic 
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model of computation used for programming fine-grain architectures, i.e. Actors (1), 

has many attractive features. In fact, actor lan&ruages provide a notation to natu

rally express both parallel recursive computations like Sf M P L , and distributed data 

Rtructures like those needed to perform P-reduction in parallel. Furthermore, the 

runctional notation of most. actor languages allow the user to easily express lazy and 

rager evaluation of expressions [10, 24]. 

4.2 Towards a parallel execution model of .AProlog 

Considerations developed earlier have outlined that a number of difficulties for ex

ploiting parallelism between backchaining and unification exist. On the other hand , 

the characterization of independent AND-parallelism given in section 3.4 suggests 

that even AND-parallelism cannot, be easily exploited in a direct fashion. These ob

servations would lead us to follow a conserval.ive approach, limiting our attention only 

Lo OR-parallel models for execution of the AProlog inl.erprel.er. However, we claim 

that a serious attempt should be done to propose an execution model based on par

allelism bet.ween backchaining and unification, before turning our attention towards 

simpler OR-parallel models. The reasons for t.his are not, of course, the hope to gain 

large speedups direcl.ly from this choice: this kind of parallelism is not scalable and 

it is limited to a degree of two that, aft.er all , is the minimum parallelism conceivable! 

H.at.her, we believe that, structuring the interpreter as l.wo cooperating processes cor

responding t.o the basic steps of the P-derivat.ion process, may turn out to be very 

useful for several reasons. In fact, even though our considerations are not supported 

by strong evidence, an d further work is needed even for better defining a concrete 

parallel execution model like that we are suggesting, at least three motivations can 

be given to support our belief: 

1. In a parallel environment, conwrrent execution of backchaining and unification 

is a more natural solution, and it provides a flexible basis t.o test different 

scheduling strategies, included adapt.ive ones. In this respect, parallel execution 

of B and U, if properly managed, could exhibit. a favorable behavior, allowing a 

larger pruning of t.he search tree than it is possible wit.h any sequential strategy. 

The situation resembles the one that can be found in some branch-and-bound 

problems, where searching in parallel allows bet.t.er bounds to be found earlier, 

and more subtrees to be pruned before traversing them (21]. As a consequence, 

t.he parallel version of these algorithms do less work than the sequential one, 

possibly leading l.o s11perlinear speedups . 

2. No rurt.her difficulties arise in principle t.o implement. OR-parallelism. When 

a choice point is encountered , if search must be split int.o subcomputations, a 

pair of processes B and U must be created for each alternative. Since OR-

parallelism subst.it.11t.es ba.r.kt.racking, extensive exploitation of OR-parallelism 

may even lead t.o a simplification in the coordination between backchaining and 

unification. 

3. If backchaining and unification are implemented as distinct processes, and gen

eral mechanisms arc provided t.o manage their coordination, rurt.her parallelism 
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can be exploited . The B process can exploit AND-parallelism discussed in sec
tion 3.3. This time, however, since backchaining is performed independently of 
unifi~ation, all the goals can be reduced in parallel. In other words, goal re
ductiOns are now all independent, and no complex conditions must be checked 
any more. On the other hand , substitutions for different F /R pairs not sharing 
~ree variables can be computed and applied in parallel by the U process. '"rr~" 
as the same parallelism discussed in section 3.4. This time, however, a simpler 
condition suffices to exploit such parallelism inside unification. 

It is worth noting that in both cases mentioned in point 3, parallelism is exploited at a 
level o~ gran.ularity ~hat it is likely to be finer than that present between backchaining 
and um~cataon . Thas means that, depending on the underlying architect.ure, goals and 
F /R patrs conld have to be grouped so as to increase the granularity to an acceptable 
level. 

4.3 Exploiting parallelism in theorem-provers implementa-
t~n 1 

· Applications in which there is a good amount of search are typical cases which derive 
the most. significant advantages, in terms of a parallel implementation of the meta
language interpreter. Theorem provers constitute a meaningful example in which the 
process of discovering a proof involves traversing an oft.en very complex and large 
search space under some controlled techniques. 

In [3] after ~nalyzing the Felty's implementation of tactic style theorem provers in 
~Prolog we potnt.ed out the sources of parallelism that we can exploit in the primitive 
control operations of the interpreter defined in (7], and provided through the modules 
maptac, tacticals and goalred. All t.he definite clauses in the maptac, tacticals and 
goalred modules provide a complete implementation of tacticals. The module maptac 
handles all the goal structures corresponding to the AProlog search operations and 
represents one of the basic control primitives or tactical.~ of the interpreter. 

We proceed by analyzing the possible sources of parallelism arisen from the relation 
between tact.ic specifications and AProlog search operal.ors . The following clause 2 
of the ma~t.ac module is an interesting case of successful application of AND parallel 
computat.aon processes, as we sl1ow with t.he following t.heorem. 

Theorem 2 . The imwcatitm of the ft,//(lwing clause: 

maptacTac(InGoall&.&.InGoal2){0utGoa11&&0utGoal2) : -

maptacTacinGoal10utGoal1,maptacTacinCoal20utGoal2. (2) 

occttrs always with th e variable 'Tac' instantiated with a ground term. 

Proof. by structmal induction on the computat.ional steps (see (3]) . 

As a cousequence of the above result, we find some assumptions under which the 
execut.iou of the clauses in the body of clause 2 could be carried out by two indipendent. 
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AND parallel processes. This result has be shown in (3] using the dynamical model 

of tuples described in (16] . 
In <.order to execute the two goals in the body of clause 2 using two independent 

AND parallel processes, the assumption that ~-terms instantiating variables in ln
Goa/1 and In Goal£ must not share free variables. is necessary. 
In fa,ct, a possible sharing of variables will cause inconsistency problems between t.he 

two processes solving the subgoals, which are the arguments of the (metalevel) con

junction of t.he body of- clause 2. 
Examples which put in evidence the relation between the conditions above and the 
evolution of the computation, highlighting the occurrences of AND independent par
allelism , and the analysis of the exploitation of other sources of parallelism of the 
tactic style interpreter for theorem provers, (t.hat once exploited, will give a flavor of 
a parallel implementation of the meta-language inl.erpret.er) can be found in [3] . 

5 Conclusions and future work 

In this paper we have presented a preliminary analysis aiming to point out how par
allelism can he exploited in implementing the higher-order logic language ~Prolog . 
Starting from t.he observation that non-determinism is the main source of parallelism 
in standard Prolog, we have analyzed non-determinism inherent to the 'P-derivation 
process, i.e. tile resolu tion algorithm implemented by exist,ing AProlog interpreters . 
In doing that., a number of analogies and a number of differences with respect to 
the Prolog case have been pointed out, and new sources of parallelism have been 
discussed and the main problems to deal with them pointed out. In particular, the 
import.ance of findi11g effect.ive policies to manage the exploration of the search tree 
and to schedule parallel activities has been stressed . Also, the relevance in >.Prolog 
of sharing in ~- t.erms manipulat.ion suggested that. shared memory models or incre
mental copying sl10uld perform better than closed environments techniques proposed 

for implementing Prolog on multicomputers. 
Another result of our analysis is the independence condi tion for AND-parallelism given 
in section 3.4 , which represents the basis for detecting independent AND-parallelism 
through static analysis or run-time checks. Moreover , aft.er some general comments 
about. archit.ect.ural issues, a possible parallel executi on model for ~Prolog has been 
sketched on t.hc has is of t.he analysis developed . Finally we started t.o analyze the 
conditions that. allow t.he execution of the theorem prover by means of parallel pro
cesses t.o give evidence of how much parallelism can be effectively extracted from real 
~Prolog applications. A furt.her examination of actual parallelism inherent. to real 
AProlog applications is needed before proceeding further in parallelizing the inter
preter .In t.his respect, first of all we plan to start from available programs and data, 
like those report.ed in (1 1 J, in order to characterize <tuant.ital.ively inherent parallelism 
in >.Prolog. Second , existing sequential implementations should be reviewed to un
derstand how much of t.he effort spent to develop them can be act.ually reused in a 
parallel envi ronmCJlf,.fll part.ir.ular 1 We are looking for a bel.f.er characterization or the 
execution moclel oul.lirwd i11 toed.ion 4.2. At last., tile impact of st.at.ic analysis on par-
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allelization should be considered ..\P I . 
Prolog,. and sophisticated analys.is c::~: ~: :a:~~; :~r~ s~u~tured ~ani guage t~an 
In parlJcular, starting from the char L . t' . . o :r~ve use u properties. 
AND-parallelism it would b . t ~ enza Jon g•ven m sectJon 3.4 of independent 
dependent goals.' e m eres mg to find methods for statically detecting in-
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